
ue to regulatory con-

straints on the release of

VOCs and the time and

costs involved with main-

tenance painting, the

use of multi-coat paint

systems is decreasing.

Two-coat systems,

rather than four, are

being commonly used

for bridge maintenance,

and one-coat systems

are becoming popular for

storage tank lining. The U.S. Navy is

not exempt from time and cost con-

straints, and it has identified the appli-

cation of one-coat, rapid-cure coating

systems to tank internals as a means

to significantly reduce coating costs

and shorten the duration of painting

activities. The Navy has a Preservation

Process Instruction (PPI), dated

September 2008, for implementing the

one-coat systems—“PPI NBR: 63101-

001E4 (Rev co) Preservation Process

Instruction (PPI) for Ballast Tanks,

Floodable and Dry Voids, Collection,

Holding, Holding, and Transfer Tanks,
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and Fuel/Compensating Fuel Tanks

Including Coating System Procedures

for Heavily Pitted Tanks.” According to

a November 2008 National

Shipbuilding Research Program

(NSRP) report, all public yards have

used the PPI; in addition, some of the

private shipyards and their sub-con-

tractors have conducted pilot “test &

evaluate” contracts with this coating

system.

To assist the Navy in fast-tracking

the use of a single-coat tank preserva-

tion process (the PPI) in the private

shipyards, NSRP funded a project that

involves tools that help the shipyards

“define the costs, benefits, and risks”

associated with changing from tradi-

tional tank coatings to a single-coat

system. The project focused on the

application of two single-coat systems

the Navy has approved for tank inter-

nals as of November 2008.

As a result of the NSRP project, two

important materials were developed to

facilitate a change to a single-coat

preservation system: a written guide

containing “lessons learned” when fol-

Applying Single-Coat Systems to

D



relevant to any contractor applying a

one-coat, high-build protective system

to any other structure. Among the

“lessons learned” in the NSRP guide-

lines are those involving training,

equipment, materials approved as of

the time of the study, application, and

quality assurance. This article summa-

rizes some of these lessons learned

during the application of a single-coat

tank coating system in various public

and private shipyards.

The PPI, several other appendices,

and the spreadsheet for cost compar-

isons are included in the full NSRP

report.

The full report was prepared for

NSRP by Elzly Technology Corporation

and Atlantic Marine Florida, LLC.

Lessons Learned about Training
After a brief background section, the

report focuses on the importance of

proper and adequate training, especially

when applying single-coat protection

systems, because they must be applied

using plural component airless spray

equipment. Training takes on added

weight in the case of work performed in

accordance with Navy Standard Item

009-32, which requires plural-compo-

nent pump equipment operators and

applicators to be certified in accordance

with SSPC C-14 (or NAVSEA 05P23-

approved equivalent) certifications, the

NSRP report notes.

Training, the report says, includes

teaching applicators, helpers, and

equipment operators to work as a team

to apply single-coat coatings in tanks.

The report recommends that a single-

coat system be applied initially “to a

‘mock-up’ structure containing complex

geometries” to help the project team

develop the skills required to apply

these fast setting coatings at the speci-

fied thickness. The paint applicators

must be able to apply the single-coat

lowing the PPI, along with reference

material; and a spreadsheet for com-

paring initial and on-going costs asso-

ciated with adopting single-coat, rapid-

cure systems and for estimating the

time savings possible with one-coat

systems. The guidelines are included

in an NSRP report titled “Fast Track

Single Coat Preservation System.”

Although the guidelines developed

by NSRP directly pertain to coating

work done in accordance with the PPI

in tanks on Navy vessels, they are also
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system consistently at the specified

high-film build (20–30 mils wet film)—

compared to the lower films builds

more commonly specified for other

coatings. The report notes that achiev-

ing the correct, thick-film build involves

the regular use of wet film thickness

gages during the application process.

Another training topic identified in the

report is the fast cure time of single-

coat systems (compared to that of con-

ventional-build coatings). The NSRP

report points out that the mixed single-

coat system cures within 5–10 minutes.

Application teams, therefore, must be

taught to keep the coating flowing in

the whip line and spray gun, and to not

stop moving for more than a few min-

utes. Nearly constant flow may not be

a problem for smaller tanks with simple

construction, which can be continuous-

ly sprayed by one operator, says the

report. However, for larger, complex

tanks in which the painter must move

around to coat all of the surfaces, the

report recommends that the line tender

also be trained as a sprayer, thus,

“allowing the [tender] flexibility to take

over for the sprayer as they reposition

themselves or if there is a problem.”

How To Use Plural-Component Gear
The report then moves on to a discus-

sion of lessons learned about using

plural-component equipment to apply

single-coat systems.

For instance, compared to conven-

tional airless spray equipment, plural-

component gear needs more paint to

prime it for application and more sol-

vent to “change out” the coating sys-

tem. Therefore, the report suggests,

ideally, a plural-component unit should

be dedicated to a specific product.

When the gear is thus dedicated, indi-

vidual (un-mixed) components of some

products can remain in the feed lines

for up to 24 hours without requiring

cleaning (although the coating manu-

facturer should be consulted for spe-

cific recommendations).

In a plural-component system, the

coating will catalyse (cure) in the hose

within four to seven minutes after its

components are mixed, the NSRP

report says. If the mixed product does

not continue moving through this sec-

tion, it will quickly harden, blocking the

hose, which cannot then be cleaned

and becomes useless for spraying. To

avoid hose blockage, applicator teams

should be taught to keep the length of

the whip hose containing catalyzed

material to a minimum, usually no

more than 50 to 100 feet. However,

longer lengths may be needed some-

times, according to the report,

“depending on how close the mixing

block can reasonably get to the sur-

face being sprayed.” (The report rec-

ommends consulting the equipment

manufacturer about the minimum

length of hose.)

Other lessons learned in the NSRP

study relate to application tempera-

ture, tip sizes, and spray lines. For

instance, because they may be tem-

perature sensitive, single-coat systems

(such as the ones the Navy has

approved for its tanks) may require

heated lines for the components.

Proper temperature is critical for com-

plete mixing in the mixing block, par-

ticularly when ambient temperatures

are lower than the recommended
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Table 1: Summary of Selected Product Data for Two Navy-Approved Systems

Fig. 2: Training on a mockup was conducted
in the shop

Fig. 3: The report recommends dedicating a set
of spray lines of plural-component equipment

to one coating system

Property Product A Product B

Volume solids 98%, ± 2% mixed 95%

VOC (EPA Method 24) 120 g/l mixed 120 g/L as supplied

Dry to touch (77 F) 1 hour 2 hours

Flash point 230 F, mixed 124 F, mixed

Mix ratio 1:1 3:1

Pot life (77 F) 7 minutes Less than 10 minutes

Recommended tip size 0.021 – 0.025 in. 0.015 – 0.019 in.
(533 to 635 microns) (381 to 483 um)

Recommended
application temperature 85 F (29 C) to 130 F 95 F (35 C) output temperature

(55 C) at gun tip recommended maximum output
temperature of 110 F (44 C)

Recommended
application pressure 4,000 psi 3,500 psi
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although dedicating the application

equipment solely for one coating sys-

tem will cut costs by reducing solvent

use and paint waste, “most shipyards

will eventually use the equipment for

more than one product.” The report

urges caution when changing to a dif-

ferent product. Residual from a single-

coat product in the lines has been

reported to contaminate other epoxy

chemistries, the NSRP document

notes. Thus, it recommends a separate

set of spray lines for each coating type

applied in a yard.

Lessons Learned about Materials
The NSRP study reports on the only

two single-coat systems that the Navy

had approved for tank internals at the

time of the study. Table 1 on p. 24

summarizes key information about

each coating. Appended to the report

are data sheets and application guides

for both of the products.

Lessons Learned about Application
In its findings on application of the

Navy’s approved single-coat systems,

the NSRP described preparation and

setup, spraying, and touchup.
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application temperature at the spray

gun. Temperature and pressure control

may also be needed to obtain the

required spray fan and flow and level-

ling. The report notes that as tempera-

ture rises, the required pressure will

decrease, but the chemical reaction

(cure rate) will increase. According to

the report, both one-coat products the

Navy has approved are best applied

when heated within a range of 90 to 95

F (32 to 35 C).

Due to the complexities of plural-

component spraying, says the report,

the fan width and material flow rate

cannot be adjusted directly, and the

proper tip size must be selected for

correct coating application. Manufac-

turers recommend a range of tip sizes

to be used and the applicator should

have the range available should a tip

change be needed to achieve the

specified results. For inexperienced

operators, the report recommends they

practice with different tip sizes on a

mock-structure. The choice of tip size

may also vary with the temperature

and pressure used, as well as with the

distance of the gun to the surface.

The report also observes that,

Preparation and Setup

To avoid adding any film thickness to

the already coated floor while spraying

the top and sides of the tank, the

report notes that some applicators put

a drop cloth over the floor of a tank

before coating the upper part of the

tank. The report recommends that,

before starting work, the applicator

should have available extra tips, tip

guards, buckets, rollers, and brushes

for quick change out and to fix sags

and runs before the coating cures.

When spraying the product, says the

report, the applicator should be able to

quickly change out the tip if the one in

use freezes, and, of course, this must

be done before the mixed coating in

the line begins to cure.

In the section on application, the

report repeats the need for painters to

have and use wet film thickness (WFT)

gages during spray and touch up

because WFT measurements are the

only way that the painter can confirm

proper film build during application.

A waste bucket should also be readi-

ly available to spray paint into during

stoppages to prevent curing in the

whip line.
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Spraying

Even if a coating has a pot life of

seven minutes or longer, if it remains

stationary for more than about three or

four minutes, it will begin to cure and

cool, according to the report. The com-

bination of curing and cooling will

increase the coating viscosity and

interfere with further application.

Eventually, complete cure may take

place in the line, ruining both the coat-

ing and the equipment.

The applicator can discharge the

spray gun into a waste bucket so the

coating flows without disruptions.

According to the report, with small tanks

of simple geometry, one or two skilled

applicators can trigger the gun produc-

tively, thereby applying the coating con-

tinuously. The percent of time actively

spraying is lower for more complex tanks

because the sprayer moves to another

position. Keeping the coating flowing

could involve spraying 5 to 10% of the

coating into the waste bucket, the study

says. As tanks get more complicated,

single coat application can become more

difficult and take longer due to the time

needed to climb scaffolding in tall tanks

(e.g., wing wall tanks) or get into tight

spaces (e.g., double bottoms). For such

tanks, the report recommends that “two

or more applicators may work as a team,
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Fig. 4: The report recommends that for use of
plural-component equipment, helpers and tenders

as well as the operators should be trained in
spraying to keep the work moving.
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handing the spray gun off as they relo-

cate to access a new work area.”

Touchup

Edges, missed spots, and areas of low

film thickness should not be touched up

until the main application of the single

coat has cured for a relatively short time,

according to the report. It also suggests

application by brush in areas where

spraying is not feasible. For one of the

approved systems, the report recom-

mends that the regular grade, not the

touchup grade, be used for touch up

because the regular grade can be applied

at high builds and cure quickly. Thus, the

report suggests multiple applicators with

disposable equipment for touchup work.

The report also notes that some users

found that cartridges can be difficult to

work with and, as an alternative, small

quantities of mixed coating can be dis-

pensed using most plural component

pumps. However, the report cautions, the

touchup material needs to be mixed and

the temperature has to be maintained to

ensure it is mixed correctly—otherwise it

could lead to improper cure.

Less experienced applicators applying

a single-coat system may have large

areas requiring additional coating thick-

ness, and the report says that it could be

helpful to go into the tank and spray addi-

tional material onto these areas, rather

than applying a simple touchup.
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#506

Fig. 5: Cartridges worked well for touchup,
especially with several painters at once

doing touchup work
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and final DFTs). If applicators have dif-

ficulty in consistently applying the sin-

gle-coat material at the proper thick-

ness, thin areas must be built up with

an additional coat of material. Defining

the extent of thin areas may necessi-

tate considerably more than the mini-

mum required number of DFT mea-

surements, according to the report.

Applying a single coat at 20–30 mils

DFT can create a non-smooth appear-

ance. Because the coating is applied at

high wet film builds, the spray applica-

tion tends to create a ripple effect in

the paint, the report notes. The rippling

is related to the thixotropic nature of
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Fig. 6: Excessive millage created an unusual sag
on the bulkhead and had to be sanded off

Fig. 7: DFTs on the first tanks were as high as 50
mils on the deck but for all other tanks, dfts
were in the specified range of 20-30 mils

in all locations.

Lessons learned about QA/Acceptance
According to the study, most of the QA

and acceptance issues relating to a

single-coat system are similar to those

of a conventional multi-coat system.

Single-coat systems reduce the num-

ber of checkpoints (because there are

no intermediate coats to inspect), but

the report notes that the Navy does

require two complete checkpoints for

one-coat systems—surface preparation
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the coating and its quick cure time,

which prevents the coating from level-

ling as a slower curing material might.

According to the report, rippling does

not detract from the coating’s protec-

tive properties, and a completely

smooth finish is not required in Navy

tanks.

Single-coat systems do not need a

separate stripe coat, but where DFT is

low on edges or corners, the Navy’s

PPI allows for a quasi stripe coat and

touchup in a contrasting color. Although

the finished coating will not be uniform

in color, this condition is acceptable for

Navy tank coatings, the report says.

Conclusions
The report concludes that the guide-

lines it developed in studying the use

of the PPI can help applicators, partic-

ularly those new to plural-component

application, to successfully apply sin-

gle-coat protection systems. It also

concludes that, although single-coat

application takes longer than applying

one coat of a multi-coat system (e.g.,

due to thicker film build and the

greater attention required), the rela-

tively new process has the benefit of

reducing the number of coats that

need to be applied. The rapid cure

time also significantly reduces the

overall duration of the project.

Apart from the cost savings associ-

ated with the single-coat system, the

NSRP report identifies benefits to

other ship repair activities that are

often associated with the reduction in

coating process time. Examples given

in the report include

• shorter overall maintenance time-

frame (e.g., shorter drydock time

required);

• reduced overhead support costs or

“facilities charge” (associated with

cranes, dock access, etc.);

• reduced cure time to service—sin-

gle coat cure time to service is 24

hours, less than the 7 days required

for most tank coatings; and

• the ability to do more tanks in

scheduled timeframe.

More Information
For a copy of the full report, go to

www.nsrp.org.
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